"Bands" allegedly playing the KROQ 2nd stage/ Opening Acoustic Christmas/ Weenie Roast/ Inland Invasion and the
context they came up in....as of May 11, 2012
Compiled by Kevin from the Kevin & Bean Archive (kevinandbeanarchive.com)

2 Gentleman, 1 C*nt (added 2-12-09)
4th Grade Fight Club (2-3-10 news story and a bit about a teacher who made two kids fight it out in class)
8 Pounds Of Cleo (5-15 call back to Cinco de la Cinco segment guessing Cleo's boobs' weight)
100 Pound Scrotum (10-20-11) talking about Wesley Warren from Las Vegas who has 100 pound balls due to infection
600 Pounds Of Men (11-12-09)
A-Cups At Navels (9-27-10 reporting Gwyneth Paltrow's birthday)
Aboriginal Bush (2-1-0-10 previewing story about Australia banning small boobs in nudity to discourage pedophiles, should they ban
shaved pubic regions too and have aboriginal bush)
Acrid Ass Smoke (3-2-09 Craigslist rant about someone who farted in turnstyle into bank)
Adam Carolla's Butt (11-23-09 reference to off-air comment)
African Droopy Boobs (1-30-09 call-ins about weird masturbation material, this one National Geographic)
Afrin Shotgun (3-11-10 talking about how the story of Cory Haim having flu symptons before he died is on the PR people, just like
when the PR machine said Kurt Cobain had a head cold when he actully killed himself with a shot gun)
Aggressive Hate (6-2-08)
Aging Bloated Fat Dying Sinatra (5-15-09 Sinatra bio pic, could ralph do the part?)
Agregious Prick (7-8-09 Pscyho Mike describing steroid using Rafael Palmeiro during interview w/ Andrew Siciliano)
Airtight Britney (8-13-08 sbb story about Sam Lufti trying to shop tell-all book, claims he removed Britney from a party where she
was doing
drugs and stripping, Ralph says so much for Airtight Britney)
Airtight With Pickles (11-3-10 talking about Snooki from Jersey Shore and her pickle habits)
Alf Jazeera (10-08-09 naming in-studio band for Roctober)
Alien C*ck (3-3-09 talking about the new Watchman movie character)
Alleged Cheerleader Incident (3-18-08) SBB story-rumor of Charlie Sheen hiring call girl for a cheerleader menage a trois
Alzheimer's By 40 (6-8-10 talking about Bean's 13 year old dog Atomic who seems to have Alzheimers)
Ambiguous Genitals (1-26-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Anal Afro (Afroline comment 4-12-07)
Anal Gust (11-16-11) talking about the musical The Fartiste
Anal Ovaries (3-7-08)
Anal Rape (1-30-09 talking about Amy W and hubby in husband, has no money, just anal rape)
Anal Whore
Andrew's Nimble Left Nostril (4-23-08 news story on kid who was on YouTube blowing up balloons with his nose
Angel Woody (3-3-09 Hotline To Heaven bit about russian who OD'd on Viagra but still has an erection in heaven)
Angela Jolie's Cans (10-29-07 sbb reference; Kevin said "they're a great band"
Angeles Crust (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Angry Swedes (8-24-10)
Anonymous Box (5-7-08 Lindsay Lohan sent back the coat she stole to the other model in an anon. box)
Areola Shells (5-30-07) reference to females flashing back and forth, caught in the crossfire
Asian Pool Hall (11-20-07 talking about Lindsay [?] smoking so much it's like an asian pool hall)
Asking For Paralysis
Ass Fork (11-27-06 reference to Michael Richards comments, during dangerous Xmas toys bit)
Assful Of Adam (11-13-09 previewing Carolla w/ Dr Drew who will see him again on Adam's podcast too)
Assful Of Bean (7-10-08 Ralph said they're just off 2 weeks vacation and he's already had an assful of Bean)
Assful Of Dave (2-2-10 from Afro call complaining about King Of Mexico)
Assful Of Grandma (10-02-09 story about 10 -year-old girl trying to sell grandma on eBay)

Assful of Oscar (6-20-07) bean tired of the what it do it caller, had an Assful of Oscar
Assful Of PETA (1-30-09 Ralph's Rant about PETA)
Assful Of Probst (5-16-11)
Assful of Virus (7-21-09 Ralph warning about trying to download Erin Andrews peephole video)
Ass-Kicking Midget (What It Do Nephew call- Midget on Wheel of Fortune won $30,000)
Avalanche Of Mud (12-7-07 reference to weather- rain after fires)
Awesome Rape (3-12-09 Bean describing a news story about rape, but the good kind- student with his female teacher)
Bacon Whores (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Bad Spoofer (discussing YouTube sensation Donnie Davies who sings God Hates Fags, if he's a parody or sincere 3-1-07)
Bag Of Knives (4-21-08 reference to DieuTo's house and what Psycho Mike found during the Cribs visit)
Baked Potato Mishap (3-18-11 Bean asked if they are opening for The Ironic Downloads)
Ballsack Roadrash (Mike's comment after What It Do call about sliding on asphalt w/ penis out)
Bam Margera's 4 Day Bender (7-22-09 reference to his bender and a bit w/ psycho mike)
Beagle Meat (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Bean's Funk (7-24-08 Donna got rid of Bean's pillow based on what Oprah said)
Beaner Goldmine (11-7-07 Mike's comment about a caller making 3 common latino english mistakes)
Beautiful Flatulence (10-4-10 Mike talking about his farting on other people)
Beav Cappers (12-8-06, Al Gore bit, saying Lindsay's firecrotch contributes to global warming and needs to be capped)
Beefed-up Angelina (1-26-09)
Beehive Vagina
Beer Can Areolas (10-19-10)
Belt Rehab (Feb 2008, Billy Ray and Miley Cyrus criticized for not wearing seatbelt in Hannah Montana movie)
Big Open Gaping Arthole (11-17-09 comment during Them Crooked Vultures interview)
Big Swollen Infected Ass (Show Biz Beat story on tabloid report about Anna Nicole cause of death, 3-23-07)
Bizarre Circus Folk (3-17-09 Josh Freeze talking about learning the trapeze from...)
Black Kevin (6-19-08 wondering who sees Eddie Murphy movies if kevin won't even go)
Blood Moustache (6-9-09 Kevin mentioning alleged bands)
Blood On The Ice (2-15-08 Money commenting on the ice hockey player got had his jugular cut)
Bloodied Meat
Bloody Chicanery (8-25-10 Kevin Smith talking about the violence in an upcoming movie)
Bloody Nipples (What It Do call, girl shaved off part of nipple 2-9-07)
Blue Lips Corpse (4-24-07)
Blue Loogies (1-6-09) snorting ajax, call-in segment about what weird stuff have you snorted
Bobbing for Gonads (11-6-07 during Mike Shinoda interview, teasing acoustic xmas)
Boner Invitational (11-11-10 discussing Inappropriate Boner segment)
Boner Rigor Mortis
Boner Sweat (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Boner To Ticket (12-17-08)
Bony and Ugly (12-3-07 sbb re: alleged sex tape with Pete D and Kate Moss)
Boobs Hit Navel (Mike talking about if Uma Thurman is hot or not)
Boobular Indiscretion (in listener email re: A. Barba on American Idol and her dirty pics 2-28-07)
Bootleg Snuggie (3-11-09 What It Do giveaway is not a real snuggie but a knock off from China)
Border Town Gangland Slayings (3-22-10)
Botched Vagioplasty (4-3-07 Afrocall)
Box Of Choad (4-23-08 previewing Coachella, added made up bands)
Breakneck Pace (8-21-07 Bean's level of activity when King of Mexico visited)
Brake Smile For Bungholes (9-14-05 talking about anal bleaching)
Britney Midget (on or around 5-16-07)
Britney's Vagina (also Britney's Vag) (11-29-06)
Brock Lesner Spank Towel (1-25-08 Psycho M needs a towel for when the MMA start comes in)
Brotherhood Of Vomit (5-14-08 interviewing the producer of TV show Hurl)

Bubbles [Of] The Enema (Harvey Levin teasing story about Michael Jackson's monkey 11-15-06)
Bucket of Hummus (1-30-08)
Bukkake Faceshield (11-16-06 Ralph, also in reference to Asiam woman covered and shielded by face shield)
Busted Uretha (2-25-08 Johnny Knoxville accident reference)
Butt Chugging (11-17-11) talking about the trend of vodka soaked tampons and beer bonging into one's rectum
Butt Hymen (8-28-07 segment about signals in men's restrooms for soliciting sex) also (1-26-09 rumored to open Coachella, per
Kevin)
Butt Pee (4-17-09 Jesse James describing vomit and having diarrhea)
Butt Puss (11-29-06 talking to Dr. Moe about recreating a scene for Untold Stories of the ER, on TLC)
Butthole Lipstick (4-25-08 Celeb birthday Renee Zellweger's face looks like a butthole w/ Lipstick)
Calluses on your Crank (boxers vs briefs Burning Question)
Camo Penis (9-3-08 talking about Michael Jackson's penis, how you don't realize how big it is cuz it's camoflaged by impetigo)
Captain's Log (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Cartoon Penis (5-8-08 sbb story about hottest moms, included Marge Simpson- Ralph wouldn't F her with a ...)
Celebrity Butt Plugs (11-29-06, gift idea during Xmas gift idea call-in segment)
Chainsaw Labiaplasty
Channeling Yoko (2-13-12 Nicky Manaj on Grammys started to sound like Yoko Ono)
Chaz Bono's Underwear (9-1-11) discussing controversy over his appearing on Dancing With The Stars
Cheeseball Douche Bag
Cheeseburger Handy
Cherubic Poopchute (11-7-10)
Chester and the New Cast (11-6-07 during Mike Shinoda interview, talking about Chester's broken arm)
Chilean Mine Disaster (9-3-10 news story about...)
Chinese Cougar (3-16-09 What It Do Call discussing the criteria for being a cougar)
Chip Caddies, The (9-4-07 Kevin will need his assistant with him in Las Vegas to help him out, including a chip caddy...
Chock Full Of Beaver (6-15-07) Mike referring to Spike TV's Guy's Choice Awards
Chocolate Tree Trunk (1-23-08 bit about Kenyan sex vacations, penis euphamism)
Choking Dave Mustaine
Christian Bale's Mom (2-5-09)
Christian Hula Porn (9-17-11)
Christopher Reeve's Diaphragm (submitted by Alfonso.Herrera@wachovia.com 12-27-08)
Cinnamon Covered Hasslehoff (11-7-07 WIDN caller met Mike said he wasn't as buff as claimed- rather like a ...)
Circus Boobs (10-13-09 What It Do Caller on the MTV special about girls complaining their breasts are too large)
Clubbing With Andy Dick (9-4-07, report of Dr Drew seen out at a club with Andy Dick)
Coalition Of Rabbis (1-28-11)
Comely Murder (6-1-10)
Concrete Vagina (2-11-08 bit with Bruce from COFFEE about Hilary turning the phallic washington monument into a...)
Considerable Booty (11-24-10 discussing Rachel McAdams' ass as seen in her new movie)
Cornucopia of Joy (11-14-07)
Cornucopia of Pharmaceuticals (5-29-08 Bean commenting about Gary Dourdan pleading guilty to felony drug possession charges)
Corpse Goo (11-1-11)
Courtney Love's Scent (9-26-07, SBB story about her wanting to release her own fragrance)
Craig's Sphincter (3-31-09 Sean Connery talking about Daniel Craig)
Crazy Astronaut Diaper Ladies (6-9-09 Kevin mentioning alleged bands)
Crazy Mudbutt (6-21-07) more talk about Alli side effects
Crown Of Beaver (8-7-08)
Crusty-Lipped Crack Whores (1-26-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Daddy's Playboy (12-2-09)
Darker Turtles (Show Biz Beat story about Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles movies, 3-26-07)
Dawan Says No (9-27-10 kept playing the drop of Dawan saying "No" when reporting Gloria Stuart died at 100)
Dead Baby Sad (4-13-09 talking about Kevin's recap of My Fake Baby)

Death By Swan (4-25-12 from Bean's Death Corner)
Decapitated Lizard (5-28-10 Men crying call-in, guy cried when lawn mower cut off lizard's head)
Deleterious Effects
Destination Tonsils (1-29-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Devito's Defense (11-30-06 re: Danny appearing drunk on the View)
Diddling Kids (4-14-08 talking about Al Jessup 5000 satellite channels, only ever drove ice cream truck his whole life, must have
diddled kids)
DieuTo’s Lab Partner (5-10-07) were teasing an interview with GWC student in his class
Disfiguring Your Back With Freddie (3-18-09 SBB story about how Katy Perry wanted to get a Freddie Mercury tattoo across her
back)
DNA Jackpot (9-10-07)
Dominant Vagina (2-5-10 from a clip of Tyra Banks show on women with two vaginas)
Dopey & Clueless (3-18-10 NY Times reference of Jessica Simpson's TV show about beauty)
Dr Drew's Coffee Explosion (3-11-10 Ralph's SFX machine not working after Drew had an accident with his coffee)
Drawer Full Of Fun (12-1-06- Lisa was primed but date canceled-was ok, she's got a...)
Dried Whitefish Jerky (6-16-09 Bean making others guess what gift he received from Finnish consulate)
Drifter's Corpse (3-5-09 Joel McHale said that's where Kevin got his clothes)
Droopy Armless Children (3-18-11 Bean mentions, asks if they are opening)
Drunk With Chingy (12-10-07 interview w/ Carson Daly reference)
Drunken Elephants (11-8-07 SBB story about Paris Hilton wanting to start a charity to keep alcohol away from wild animals)
Duck Fetus (1-30-07, email regarding "Bizarre Things People Eat")
Ebony Suppository
Educational Victorian Clothing Hoarders (4-22-10 story about all the victorian clothing Courtney love owns)
Ecstasy Death (7-28-11 talking about riot at Hollywood Blvd w/ DJ C...)
Elita's Top Boob (2-6-09 referring to ch 4's busty a.m. weather girl)
Enraged Burro 5-22-08 story about Mexico putting donkeys in jail
Ernest Borgnine's Ass (3-24-09 comparison to large ass of little so-and-so on Americal Idol)
Ether Compresses (5-30-07) on how Lindsey's fire crotch can be treated
Ethnic Bieber (11-19-10) Demitri Martin describing his look
Euretha Franklin (1-29-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Ewok Block Party (3-23-10)
Exploding Belly Button (8-15-11)
Exploding Microwaveable Peeps (4-6-09 Afro Caller who was looking forward to Easter)
Extreme Denim (6-9-08 talking about Mike's Flex In The City video)
Face Full of Acid
Faceful of Buckshot (8-11-11 referring to Dick Cheney's gun accident)
Faceful Of Beaver (nude photos fallen into the wrong hands 11-1-06)
Faceful of Dirt (9-8-10 call back to Kevin's fail at throwing first pitch at Dodger game again)
False-bottomed Vulva (5-30-08)
Farting Blood (10-29-08)
Fecal Incontinence
Fecal Recon (6-21-07) talking about side effects of diet drug Alli
FEMA Coffins (10-24-08 more on the internet rumor)
FEMA Death Camps (10-22-08 re; the Internet rumor/story about FEMA going to kill 90% of all people)
Fingering Sasquatch (4-23-08 previewing Coachella, added made up bands)
Firehose Of Semen
Firehose of Vomit
Fireplace Poker (reference to news piece on Ryan O'Neil domestic dispute, 2-5-07)
Fish Theme (3-10-08 sbb story)
Flan Syrup (6-12-08 from a comment /sound byte from DieuTo)
Flapping Nipples (What It Do call, girl shaved off part of nipple 2-9-07)

Fleeting Penis (10-8-08 SBB reference to Survivor complaint about penis flopping out briefly)
Four Seconds To Mario Lopez (7-16-07 story about Ali Larter going from Mario to bible study guy)
Freak Baby Accident (4-22-08 talking about Paul Johnson on Ch. 4 news, has weird dents in the side of his head)
Funion Pudge (10-24-07 maxim list of unsexy stars- describing Brit brit)
Gagging on Kurt (3-17-11 story about author who interviewed Courtney Love shortly after Kurt died, offering to snort the ashes)
Gary Coleman's Bodyguard (9-8-08 story about Gary getting into a fight outside bowling alley in Utah)
Gem Of Pooh (11-16-07 Kevin critical of the Butterball hotline call)
Germ Payload (4-30-09 Ralph talking about someone needing to carry the swine flu germs to get Spencer Pratt ill)
German Butt Psychic (4-16-07, previewing the next day's guest)
GG Anal (8-26-08 one of the things the mother of mother-daughter porn star pair does)
Ghost Wang (10-30-07 sbb about Joan Rivers paying to have ghosts removed)
Giant Dangling Testicles (Show biz beat 2-8-07)
Giant Nubian Dong (7-30-10)
Gloryhole In The Crypt (8-17-09 woman selling husband's crypt, above Marilyn Monroe's)
God's Goo (2-23-10 from a personalized license plate spotted)
Going Off The Cocaine Rails (8-30-11 talking about Justin Bieber's behavior going off the rails but not cocaine rails)
Goldschlager Vomit (11-9-07 sbb story about selling her crashed car, which would have vomit in it)
Goody Bag of Meds (9-4-07 referring to Howard Stern allegedly being her drug guy, carrying a good bag of meds)
Government Boner (6-7-11 talking about Weiner-gate)
Gretzky's Tears (1-27-10 reference to the book of the same name)
Gripload Of Balls (11-16-10)
Grudge Pounder (Grudge Pound Her) 5-6-08
Gumball Juice (3-16-12 talking with Will Ferrell about the gumballs Kevin brought in)
Gupta Smackdown (2-16-12 about how Dr Drew went off on Dr Gupta on TV)
Gwen Stefani's Vajayjay (10-30 reference to how she looks after the baby came through there)
Haggis Log 5-21-08 Sean Connery bit
Hairbrained Shenanigans (11-17-10)
Hairy Buffalo (4-27-07) Bean described what a yak is, when King of Mexico is trying to eat yak meat to earn the last dollar of 90 he
owes to Kevin for the Lakers- Clippers bet
Hairy Cruller (5-25-07) Ralph as Doug Kriegal describing Lightning's hairy back
Happy Sock (10-8-07 what it do call about guy's mom finding is masturbation sock)
Harvey Keitel's Wangbone (1-27-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Hatful of Poo (11-19-07)
Hemorrhage Bed (5-3-10)
Heroin Milk (more from Show Biz Beat story about Anna Nicole autopsy, 3-26-07)
Herpes Sweat (11-28-07 Miss Double D contestant Elizabeth had called Loveline asking about the risk of disease in trading thongs
with other models during fashion shows)
Hezbollah Jew-Hating Cartoon (2-12-08 previewing a news story/ comedy bit for 2-13)
Hideous Blow Pig (1-29-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Hint Of Penis (7-9-09 Olivia Munn explaining why she didn't go nude in Playboy, didn't want you to see her hint..)
Hitler and the Three Stooges (10-4-11 talking about Hank Williams Jr comments on Fox and Friends)
Hitler’s Bodyglove (6-14-10 what Psycho Mike does in his free time)
Homely Coeds (Ralph reference to how Hilary Duff looks nowadays 2-12-07)
Homosexual Panic (3-5-07 during Man on Man massage segment)
Honeymoon Stitch (6-14-07) What It Do call, asking about Lisa's G-spot shot and if she got a honeymoon stitch too
Hormonal and Miscarrying
Hot Baby (8-26-08 F'd up baby names)
Hot Salty Tears (2-21-08 when Paris Hilton found out she was not allowed to go to oscars she cried)
Houseful of Poop (9-25-07 Ralph talks about his new puppy, someday wearing an Eagles jersey. if they win, he'd always have to get a
new puppy, becoming a crazy dog person, with a houseful..)
Huffing Poo (4-29-08 segment about sewage gasses getting kids high)

Humongous Boner (10-8-07)
Husky Caterpillars, The (9-7-07 referring to a moustache on a motorcycle cop)
Iconic Phone Number (2-3-09 story about 8675309 being available, Bean wants it cuz it's an iconic number)
Imax Vulva (7-23-08 Ralph talking about Megan Fox doing nudity in a movie, Ralph wants to see it on Imax)
Impacted Fecal Matter (10-3-08) also 1-8-09
Inconvenient Boner
Indian Boobs (2-23-09 talking about a nip slip during academy awards show)
Inexplicable Poon (2-22-10 Jame Blunt bday mention, how does he get the girls he does)
Inappropriate Boner (11-11-10 call in segment)
Instruments Of Crime (11-7-10 talking about the charges against a celebrity)
Inverted Hitler (1-23-08 Adnan Ghalib bit, reference to his soul patch strip)
Irregular Penis
Isaac's Clot (10-5-07 sbb story about Isaac Hansen)
Japanese Nuclear Disaster (3-21-11 Bean referring to current events)
Jar of Donkey Balls
Jeremy Piven's Mercury Poisoning (1-16-09 SBB story about his dropping out of a play with bad reviews, due to his illness)
Jew Sperm (6-4-07) from clip of Seth Rogan on MTV Movie Awards
Jimi Hendrix Wangbone (5-15-08)
Joan Rivers' Tampon (8-9-11)
Joe Rogan's Breath Strips (4-28-08)
John Lennon's Tooth (10-20-11) mentioning the auction for his tooth
Kassidy's Sweet Boobies (Afrocall refering to Miss DD winner)
Katy Perry's Boob Fluffer (9-23-09 SBB story)
Kevin's Percocet Fever Dreams (5-1-12 reference to Kevin claiming 405 Freeway was closed, or maybe it was a dream)
Kevin's Taint (5-10-10 Afro Caller asking about line-up for Weenie Roast)
Khloe Kardashian's Nip Slip (6-8-11)
Kill Dick (previewing Dick Cheney bit after he had a blood clot in leg, it'll take more than that to kill Dick 3-9-07)
Kites Of Death (story on Kite Festival in Pakistan, 2-27-07)
Klanfrontation (listing Jerry Springer topics, 2-20-07)
Knee Deep In Nuts (5-23-07) show biz story about Jerico fans sending nuts to CBS to avoid cancellation
Knock Knock Whore's There (1-27-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Ku Klux Clown (5-6-08) also 1-29-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Leopard Skin Cameltoe (1-15-08 talking about real people in grocery store while filming 10 Items Or Less) also 1-29-09 Coachella
rumor
Lethal OD (10-5-07 comment about waiting for the inevitable overdose from Britney Spears)
Lesbian Catfight (11-19-08 SBB story about Lindsey L getting in a fight)
Lesbian Liplock
Licking Doorknobs (1-25-07 in email about Odd Things You Love)
Lisa May's Beef Curtains (7-30-07)
Logan Livermore (email on 3-19-07 about Anna Nicole autopsy- Rock Me Amadeus punchline Blocking Almond Anus)
Loogey Pizza (6-09-09 mentioned during Hardest Game in the World)
Lunatic Clowns
Lunching With Greenspan (11-12-07 critiquing Bean's interview w/ Rachel Nichols- asked her about the low value of the dollar, since
she was an economics major)
Lung Burn (5-9-12 Money talking about playing basketball in the thin air of Denver CO)
Magnum Boner (7-23-08 Ralph getting a boner when playing Magnum PI theme, mentioning Larry Manetti birthday, Rick on the
show)
Man Paste (8-08 Kevin comment about Miley Cyrus photo with white spot on abdomen; AfroCall 8-19-08)
Man Tan (4-7-08 Charlton Heston from heaven referring to how dark the biblical figures are)
Manny's 8 Million Dollar Boner (5-8-09 the story about Manny Ramirez drug violation for hormone levels)
Marauding Baboons (9-28-07 news story and bit on Baboons running rampant in S. Africa)

Meat Explosion
Medicated Gumball (1-30-12 Kevin talking about his doctor's visit)
Men Poop Lollipops (What It Do call about guy using women's bathroom by accident 3-2-07)
Meteor Of Poo (2-29-12)
Mexican Accidents (2-3-09 story about 8675309 being available, only businesses want easy ph #s, including Spanish attorney at 2222222 who want to be associated with accidents)
Midget Lineage
Midget Pussy
Midnight Meat Train (5-2-08 movie of same name due out) also 1-27-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin
Mia Lee's New Set Of Cans (11-14-08 What It Do caller)
Milk Engaged
Mike's Wet Dreams (4-10-09 story about Megan Fox to play She Hulk, looks like Megan then can dominate Mike, which is his wet
dream)
Minnesota Bridge Collapse, The (8-21-07)
Minutia (11-22-11) no minute details for stump rodney
Mo Bouncer At The Abbey (7-24 suggesting Mike in tight pink shirt should be a homo bouncer at the gay bar the Abbey)
Mohawk Of Happiness (5-21-10) SBB story about actress (who) working out and worried about butt sweat
Mongolian Blue Spot (7-20 reference 7-19 segment about Asian Babies born with blue spot on back)
Monkey Fighting Snakes (4-22-09 cable TV expression from snakes on a plane replacing mother fucking snakes)
Montecore's Dinner (10-3-08 Roy Horn's birthday mention)
Mortal Wound (6-8-09 SBB story reference, auto-erotic asphyxiation?)
Moshpit Of Armos (5-25-11 talking about Armenians in the pit at System of a Down show)
Mouthful Of Burger (9-15-09 ralph on kevin talked with his mouthful)
Mugging Implosion (Jenny McCarthy and Jim Carrey together)
Murder Boner (1-27-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Muslim Rufies (10-17-08 how they'd get Miss Cleo to record a video for Paper Stains)
My Sweet Zac (9-10-07 Bean referring to Zac Efron)
Napalm Puppy (7-22-10 during Seargent Shredmaster bit)
Natural H (2-9-09 Ralph mentions he went out with a woman w/ natural breasts who was an H cup)
Nazi Tendencies (2-12-08 Kevin saying he used to think he was of German descent, Ralph said it was because of his...)
Night Of Rape (1-15-08 reference to DMX losing lawsuit to woman he accused of raping him, and she got pregnant)
Nipple Hair (call-in for dating dealbreakers 4-2-07)
Nipple Stitches (What It Do call, girl shaved off part of nipple 2-9-07)
Nocturnal Emission (4-7-08 sbb comment)
Nothing But Areola (4-1-09 Florida station refused to air Osbournes Reload but they have bigger problems to worry about, this is
nothing but..)
Nougat and Nub (early Nov 2007)
Nut Goggles
Nutritious Vagina 5-7-08 Loquecia reviewing A Shot At Love 2 with Tila Tequila
Nutsack Stench
Nutty For Uma (5-8-08 Kevin added after Cartoon Penis comment)
Oddly Catholic (1-26-09 rumored to open Coachella, per Kevin)
Old Asian Fingers (11-16-06 What It Do Nephew call about Asian woman covered up, laughed at, gave listener the finger)
Old School Eye (5-27-09 interviewed documentary film maker who will put camera in his eye socket)
Oompa Loompa Spatula (4-9-07 with Joel McHale)
Outraging The Modesty (4-23-09 Australian expression)
Overwhelming Muffintop (6-15-07) referring to Kelly Clarkson being overweight
Painful Rectal Itch (10-31-11 Ralph wishing the itch on the Kardashians)
Paltrow Gong (2-3-10 gave Gwyneth a gong during celebrity bday mention of her mom)
Pancake Areolas
Paris Hilton Upskirts (3-2-09 Kevin says Harvey Levin shouldn't be covering real news, his job is...)

Pee-filled Balloons (9-10-10 from clip of Michael Scott on The Office)
Pendulous Genitals (3-17-09 Ralph explains why he had to wear women's panties to box instead of going commando as usual)
People Who Follow The Bell (2-17-09) people emailing in when bell not rung for Denise Richards-who are these people who follow
the bell?
Perfect Brown Ass
Pete Doherty's Cat (11-6-07 during Mike Shinoda interview, teasing acoustic xmas)
Pick A Hole, Any Hole (added 1-30-09 SBB story about Sam Mendes giving free access to Leo Dicaprio to do his wife during a movie
shoot)
Pie Genius (5-5-07) description of character in move Waitress
Pirate Slave (3-17-09 Ralph tries to tell the story of St. Patrick)
Pixelated Gonads (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Plaxico's Perp Walk (12-5-08 talking w/ Money about Plaxico Burress and his arrest on gun possession charges)
Plinko Accident (8-14-07) reference to Drew Carey accident on Price Is Right
Plush Vagina (11-7-07 talking about a visual aid used in Tyra Banks show episode about the vagina)
Pool of Boob (2-5-09 comment re: guest w/ 38 KKK boobs, if they were natural and she lied down...)
Poon Magnet (7-25-07 Bean catches it after mentioning it in reference to Warped Tour roadie winner, if the job is a poon magnet...)
Poontang Colada (Federlezee mentions at the end of the Spread The Cheese song, 2-2-07)
Poontang Wrangling (9-23-10)
Poop Nazi
Porcupine Douce (1-12-11 Wheel of Bad Animal Voices bit)
Potential Pubes (4-14-09 mentioned by Silversun Pickups during in-studio performance)
Pouches Of Magic (6-5-09 Ralph talking about a hippy chick he used to date)
Prada Knobs (6-2-08 Sex and the City Movie and _____ discussed)
Prescription For Death (9-24-09 story about Anna Nicole Smith's pharmacist)
Prison of Pornography
Prosthetic Throat (5-30-08 Beer Mug tries for another eating record but has trouble swallowing)
Prostitute Fight (2-12-09 girl who called about Valentine's Day horrors, got thrown in jail, pet by big Marge, K & B asked if she saw
any fights)
Psychopathic Cannibals (3-14-08 movie beat discussion)
Pube Conglomerate (11-13-07 call-in about drunk pranks on friends)
Pubic Hair Beard
Pubic Hair Goatee (11-13-07 call-in about drunk pranks on friends)
Puddle Of Ke$ha (7-28-10)
Puddles Of Ryan (6-5-09 Ryan Seacrest crying in the hallways)
Puffy G-spots (Lisa May to get G-spot shot, and Ralph said it'd be puffy right after)
Pungent Plume (4-16-07 Bean comment about pot bust in his neighborhood, when the burnt the pot)
Puppet Orgy 8-12-11 talking about Sesame st and Burt and Ernie
Puppeteer Pulpits 6-2-08
Queefs Of Angels 7-28-11
Quiet Bukkake (8-1-07 Jessica Simpson not talented enough to play a porn star, unless it was a quiet bukkake)
Racoon Orgy (2-9-10 What It Do caller witnessed group of racoons having sex)
Racoon Poop (almost opened)
Radiation Pellet (5-22-07) show biz story about Farrah Fawcett treating her cancer with an implanted radiation pellet
Rainbow Poo (1-22-10) talking about the likely after effects of Mike's plan to eat 5 lb Gummy bear
Raining Porn (6-9-08 discussing high school pranks)
Ralph's Basement Friends (6-22-07) referring to all the dudes who call in for Transformer movie preview passes
Rape Baby (11-24-09 reference to story about guy nagging birth mom about his dad's identity, who was Charles Manson and raped
the mom)
Rape Couch (7-22-10)
Rectal Tear (1-4-10) from Afro Call about Mike offering his dog a bone from his ass and got some damage to the area)

Regenerating Hymen (10-19-07 with Kevin Smith, The Decider, commenting on Bean's fascination with the hymen- who is hotter
Kristen Bell or Hayden P)
Remote Control Hymen (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Reprehensible Prick (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Residual Rodney (7-30-07 who had on the strong cologne, was it left over from Rodney?)
Rhino Semen (Call about Delivery Woman having it fall and get on her 11-08-06)
Riding Hefner (date unk)
Robbing Mick Jagger
Robot Rape (3-16-10 bit about the first realistic sex robot)
Rocketing Yoo Hoo (added 1-21-09 Jay Mohr describes his diarrhea)
Russian Hammer Murders (added 1-28-09)
Saggy Vagina (7-9-09 Olivia Munn on why she won't pose nude in Playboy)
Scabby Sack (listener who used floor stripper to treat his crabs)
Schlubby Turtle (8-24-09 referring to Turtle on Entourage for Hot Chicks with Fat guys call-in)
Scorched Colon (British guy put bottle rocket in ass, blew off while stuck in ass, badly burned, including internally 11-10-06)
Screaming Blood and Gloop (May 2008)
Scrotum Jumper Cables (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Scrotum Of Stiches (1-17-11 from email about call-in topic of embarrassing ways you hurt yourself)
Scruffy Crotch (9-28-07 'great band by the way' sbb comment on Vaness Hudgens' cell phone nude working to her advantage)
Sea Of Cholos (10-13-08 reference to home LA Dodger playoff game)
Sean Connery's Kilt Parade (4-2-09 from a story... ?)
Seeping Vagina (7-19-10 segment on bad tattooes)
Sega Urine Games (1-11-11 news story about actual video game in Japan in public restroom urinals)
Seth's Erection (1-18-11 regarding Seth Rogan's comment at the Golden Globes)
Seven Pounds Of Colon (1-5-09 teasing about the Will Smith movie Seven Pounds)
Severed Wang (or Severed Wang Experience) 8-20-10
Sex and Fluids (8-25-10 Psycho Mike telling the story about drinking a woman's breast milk)
Sexual Boner Power (April 2008)
Shattered Pelvis (aka Shattered Pelvises) (11-16-06)
Shirley MacLaines' Vag (7-29-09) sbb beat story about her appearing in a film and kevin doesn't want to see her getting some
Shopping For Porkchops (1-15-08 talking about real people in grocery store while filming 10 Items Or Less)
Shortcut To Death (1-25-08 Jerry O'Connell spoofs Tom Cruise Scientology video, he's asking to be killed by making fun of the
religion)
Shuffling Your Bowel (5-15-07) Nudist Colony bit
Skating For Blubber (5-16-07) referring to whom Mike thought Apollo Ono was- an Inuit who is skating for blubber, hence a natural
skating talent.
Sloppy Party Bottom (4-14-10 Kevin Smith comment about line from Top Gun, when discussing cheesiest movie lines)
Snake Venom Facial (8-7-07 re: SBB story about Gwyneth Paltrow getting facial comprised of venom)
Sniffing Natalie (9-6-07 re: Dustin Hoffman/Natalie Portman movie newspaper ad to be a scratch and sniff but ralph would rather
be...)
Solid Honey (1-16-09 saying Dr Laura's voice isn't liquid honey on the radio)
Soviet Coked-out Orphans (1-29-08 Psycho Mike assessing how many five year olds he could take in a fight - website of that same
name)
Space Goo Venom (7-31-08)
Speedy Weenie (from the game for Weenie Roast tickets)
Sperm Mattress (1-28-08 discussing King of Mexico's sperm, too tired to fertilize the egg, taking a nap on the sperm mattress)
Spermcicles (speculation on Anna Nicole's baby's father, perhaps her ex-husband, 2-12-07)
Spicnic Baskets (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Squirts Illustrated (4-25-08 as mentioned by Kevin)
Stacking Corpses (11-14-08)
Starving Fupa (7-2-07) Nicole Ritchie may be pregnant- skinny but w/ FUPA

Steward Cap Areolas (5-5-09 Psycho Mike comment about Playmate of the year- size zero, giant boobs, giant areolas)
Stinky Bitch (Sea Lion bit on trying to catch Britney Spears but instead getting a school of tuna, she's a stinky bitch, 2-14-07)
Stomach Full Of Stitches (8-22-11 Bean talking about his post-belly button surgery stiches)
Strawberry Ice Cream (10-02-09 call back to Kevin's sleepwalking experience getting ice cream all over his room and bathroom)
Stripper Murdering Spree (9-19-08 Mike's weekend plans)
Stubborn Moobs (9-1-10 guest pitch discussed during "Bad Pitches")
Stump Sex (2-12-08 SBB story about Heather Mills cheating on Paul and having an errogenous zone on her stump)
Stud Pig (5-27-08 Mike's comment about Ralph commenting on Denise Richards' show, trying to get her pig pregnant)
Stunt Ass (7-25-06 talking about Owen Wilson using a stunt double in the ass scene in You Me and Dupree)
Stupid Juice (10-22-07 OJ comment about himself in the OJ bit)
Subterranean Bearded Women Of The Moscow Underground (reference during listener email 11-30-06)
Super Boner (reference during listener email 11-30-06)
Super Childless
Super-glued Penis (8-6-09 revenge for cheating story about guy's wife and GF and others who tied dude up..)
Supermoon (5-4-12 talking about the astrological event when the moon is closest to earth)
Surfboard Nutsack
Surprising Leak (2-9-09 Bean comment after hearing Sarah Shahi will be in studio)
Swampass (1-5-09 per Money)
Swedish Vomit (9-25-07 referring to YouTube clip search of Swedish show host who leans out of frame to vomit and then appears
back in frame)
Swollen Vagina (Afroline call 4-13-07)
Synthetic Beaver Piss (11-17-08 caller during "Hid things in your butt" call-in segment)
Syphilis Buffet (4-14-09 mentioned by Silversun Pickups during in-studio performance)
Taint Demolition (8-8-07 mike talking about finding out a girl is a guy- if it's after midnight there's no turning back, it's taint
demolition) also 7-6-09 call-in
Tainted Gluten (5-30-07) reference to pet food problem in China, previewing a bit
Tapped Out Whitey (or Typed Out Whitey)
Tasting Colon (Mike didn't see Borat, has his head so far up his ass he was tasting colon 11-13-06)
Tears Out of Your Butthole
Teenage Stick Boy
Teflon Burka (4-3-08) Lisa was overdressed for Lick Lisa, female intern was to do licking
Ten Pounds Of Feces (early Nov 2007)
Texas Sodomy Laws (3-14-08 talking about prostitution leading up to call-in segment)
Thai Vag (10-12-07 Mike's band to play a benefit for Thai hookers, and will only get paid in Thai Vag)
The Aging Zoo (7-11-08 Bean talking about losing 2 animals this year, about to lose another one)
The Bloody Pants (2-20-08 reference to Johnny Knoxville motorcycle accident that injured his urethra)
The Don Draper Hooker Punch (7-26-10 reference to Mad Men and violence during sex)
The Expensive Areolas (10-14-11 about Miranda Kerr to wear million dollar bra)
The Gay Bomb (6-14-07) prepping for a segment on reports that the pentagon is creating one
The Gentle Nutloafs (7-31-08 previewing Armenian comedian to appear, wants to kill someone, ala DieuTo, need some better
nutloafs)
The Glutonous Fairies (3-25-08 Beer Mug tries to set peep eating record, covered in yellow dust like a glutonous fairy)
The Gravy Chuckers (11-26-07 re: story about a fight at Thanksgiving)
The Hateful Lemmings (Elton John on religion turning people against gays, into hateful lemmings 11-13-06)
The Healthy Scratch (1-11-12 talking about the hockey term)
The Heather Mills Experience (5-9-11)
The Hot Cheetos (11-18-08 news story about being banned in school)
The Implements Of Doom (3-18-09 bit about Swedish monkey throwing rocks etc at zoo visitors, including Seagulls whose beaks are
great...)
The Ironic Downloads (3-18-11 all of the downloads from 14 yo Rebecca Black's song sales online)
The Malicious Farters (10-22-08 listener called in about office mate farting all the time)

The Meat Clothes (9-8-10 reference to Lady Gaga wearing meat only on a magazine cover)
The Meat Particles (9-13-05)
The Meat Swords (Gene Simmons comment to Lisa about offered to pierce her genitals, 2-26-07)
The Monkey Wardens (11-26-07 talking about monkeys as pets, you're just a warden trying to take care of it)
The Mouth Breathing Hour (5-7-12 talking about the jury pool when Lisa got jury duty)
The Nose Humpers (5-15-08)
The Paparazzi Paydays (7-13-07) Ralph comment after talking about Nick Lachey owing a tabloid lifetime exclusives since they
bought and will not release nude video w/ Vanessa Minilo
The Pervert Sector (10-14-08)
The Pimpin' Chimps (8-20-09 on the Wheel of Bad Animal Voices)
The Pink Helmets (11-15-07 bit on Psycho Mike talking at the pentagon, turning recruits gay, painting their helmets)
The Poo Atoms (9-13-10 talking about atomized poo)
The Poo-Filled Boxers (5-21-10 with Dr Drew recalling a story about Mike in Paris when he was a druggie)
The Pudgy Stoners (7-21-09 saying that Seth Rogan would never pass as a superhero, cuz he's a...)
The Quiet Monk (reference during Movie Beat 3-9-07)
The Shotgun Suicides (3-31-09 interviewing crime scene cleanup company)
The Smelly Thighs (5-12-09 SBB story about the Tudors, talking about Henry VIII)
The Solid Retards (11-14-07 ralph comment after kevin backannouced wrong band name)
The Stink Wrinkles (12-1-06 listener-suggested name for the Cat Pack- Lindsey Britney Paris)
The Surly Swedes (4-4-08 sbb comment about the infamous Cardigans interview- Magnus' bday today)
The Tepid Bells (4-9-09 debating whether Kristen Stewart deserves a bell on her b-day)
The Unintentional Boners (3-22-11 talking about Psycho Mike on DWTS and wearing extra underwear)
The USC Vomiting Experience (10-8-08 referring to the news incident)
Throat Yogurt (8-19-08 from an AfroCall, requested they open for Acoustic Xmas)
Tickle Liposuction (9-1-10 guest pitch discussed during "Bad Pitches")
Tiger Shrapnel (10-3-08 Roy Horn's Birthday)
Tom’s Essence (5-14-07) referring to Tom Cruise and Scientology during Show Biz Beat
Too Much For Tito (10-29-09 SBB story about Tito Jackson)
Torn Bacteria-Filled Intestines (4-18-07, talking with Eric from 101 Things Removed From the Human Body)
Toxic Wastedump (calling NJ asking if people eat squirrels, can't eat too many cuz of contamination)
Transformer Pirates
Trapped Chilean Miners (9-8-10 the story of the miners in South America)
Tremendous Stipend (1-5-07 reference to Lisa donating 50 cents a month to starving children- what will they do with the rest of their
tremendous stipend)
Triskaidekaphobia (fear of Fri the 13th)
Turks and Kakos (9-4-07 Hayden Christensen and Rachel Bilson spotted on a flight to the island resort)
Turk Killers (8-21-07 asking if Serj Tankian celebrates his b-day or kills a Turk)
Two Vaginas listener call-in: extra body parts 11-10-06)
Unintended Penis (10-13-10)
Uppity Retards (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Urethra Damage (2-25-08 reference to Johnny Knoxville accident)
Uretha Franklin (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Urine Tsunami
Utah Bowling Alley (9-8-08 story about Gary Coleman getting in a fight in Utah)
Utah Mine Disaster (8-21-07)
Vagina Amphetamine (Sept 2007)
Vampire's Teabag (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Varmant Cong (4-26-07) Dave has to earn credits to pay his bet, has to kill gopher, reference to Bill Murray Caddyshack line
Veiny Dong (1-18-07 listing bands allegedly opening Coachella)
Velvet-Covered Jousting Freaks (1-9-07 in email about irrational fears)
Ventilated Skull (8-14-07) ralph comment about how LA cops should shoot SF speeders in the head

Viable Semen (8-19-09 SBB story about Johnny Knoxville's new girlfriend being pregnant, after all the treatment of his testes)
Virgin Dilemma (12-9-09 segment from 30 year old virgin)
Virgin Mary In Poop (7-28-09) story from Texas in the news
Vlade's Beard (2-3-09 Celebrity Birthday reference)
Vocal Tick (7-11-05 Ralph's new band)
Vomit-soaked Bed (7-25-11 Kevin tells story of getting locked out stuck in window then vomited)
Wall Of Poo (2-12-08)
Warehouse of Bacons (7-8-11 SBB celeb bday, talking about how good he still looks, there must be a warehouse full of his clones)
Waterfall of Hair (11-29-07 opening segment, talking about hairy actors, with Robin Williams being the hairiest, with a W.o.H.
coming out of his shirt)
Whack Mother (5-7-11)
Wheelbarrow Full of Fat (bet.com putting odds on what Oprah will give away)
Whistling Basket (5-11-09)
Weirdly Puffy (3-30-10 describing Mariah Carey, looks good for turning 40 but is ...)
Winehouse Incisor
Whitney Houston's Death Tub (2-15-12 referring to photos of bathtub where she died)
Whitney Nip Slip (8-26-08 why Bean watches the Hills)
Whore Bath (1-29-09 SBB story about Brad and Angelina showing up places dirty from babies, raph suggests they stop at a truck stop
and take a whore bath)
Whore Pit Vipers (4-27-09 Donald Trump recapping Celebrity Apprentice, quoting Joan Rivers about other women who got rid of of
Melissa)
Wizened Old Ho Bags (1-26-09 SBB story about Madonna segueing into story about Heather Mills)
Xenu Onslaught (9-27-07 sbb story about Tom Cruise wanting to build a bunker to save his family from the Xenu...)
Yasmine's Vulva (1-14-08 reference to Dave and Yasmine, why Dave didn't show up at Alex's birthday party)
Yellow Fever Creepsters (6-4-10 takes exception to being singled out as exotic, doesn't like guys who have obsession w/ asian
women)
Yoked-Out Cheadle (11-29-07 during SBB they suggested Don Cheadle would be a good choice to play Barry Bonds if he was yoked
out)
Yoked-Out Rabbit (6-2-08)
You Got Serged (10-25-07 mention of an email during afro call segment)
Zulu Warrior Carving

